ELECTRIC SOLID TOP - 4 - INDEPENDENT HOTPLATES

Electric solid top hotplate with 4 independent plates, constructed in AISI 304 stainless steel. Recessed perimeter to contain spills. Hotplate in carbon steel plate with smooth chromed surface. Radiused corners and rounded top edge. Hotplate not built-in but removable. Hotplate surface 720x720x30h mm from top. 4 independent hotplates with 4 kW output. Thermostat control providing surface temperature adjustment from 50 to 400 °C. Automatic reset safety thermostat which shuts off heating in the event the appliance is switched on with an unsuitable pan or no pan at all. Indicator leds for verifying correct appliance operation. IPX5 protection rating.
Family
COOKING EQUIPMENT STAR 90

Section
ELECTRIC COOKERS

Model
NCT98E

Code
CR0590280
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Legend

(E) Socket 1: Connection supply terminal floor level (+100mm). Spare cable 1500mm
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